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Chemìstry Lob:
Aluminum and copper
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Procedure. (In addition to the equipment mentioned below, you may use any of the lab instruments in your
drawer or on the counter to help with observations/measurements. Think about which quantitative data you
might want to record before you begin.)

l. Fill al00mLbeakerabout',/afulloftapwater. Addaboutl level spoonful ofcopper(ll)chloridetothewater. Allowthesystem
of water and crystals to stand for a few minutes and record any qualitative and quantitative observations.
2. Stir the system until the crystals dissolve. Record observations
3. Loosely roll up a square ofaluminum foil, and add the foil to the beaker/contents. Record observations.
Qualitative Data: (no numbers used)

Quantitative Data: (measurements including numbers and units)

Data Analysis:

l.

Review the following terms (see pages l5-18 as needed): Element, compound, homogeneous mixture,
heterogeneous mixture. Classify each of the followingsubstances as an element, compound, homogeneous
mixture, or heterogeneous mixture.
Vy'ater:

Copper

(ll)

Copper

(lI) chloride

Copper

(ll)

chloride
and water, after dissolving together:

chloride and water, when in layers (before dissolving)

Dark green liquid with brown chunks of solid and fizz
Alunrinum foil (before the reaction.)

2a.

See pages 10-15 ofyour textbook or the internet. List four general signs that a chemical change
(chemical reaction) may be occurring. (List general signs; not specific signs that you observefl today. The first
one is done for you.)

(1) The reaction may absorb heat or release heat; for example if an example is done in a test tube at room
temperature, the test tube may begin tofeel cold or hot once the reaction starts,
(2)
(3)
(4)

2b. You should have

observed at least two of the above signs in lab. Discuss two observations that you made
that indicated that a chemical reaction likely occured when you added the aluminum. Be specific (refer to

your qualitative data).

(l)
(2)

3) Answer questions

#

1-5 from page

l8 of your textbook here

